
 

Assad’s alleged Barrel
Bombs: An information war
by the west?
When it comes to the Syrian president Bashar al-Assad the western mainstream media
again and again mention this one sentence, I quote: “Assad drops barrel bombs on 
innocent children”. Also so-called Middle-east experts and western politicians join this
accusation.

When it comes to the Syrian president Bashar al-Assad the western mainstream media again
and again mention this one sentence, I quote: “Assad drops barrel bombs on innocent 
children”. Also so-called Middle-east experts and western politicians join this accusation. US-
president Barack Obama in his speech on September 28, 2015 at the UN- general meeting 
spoke exactly this sentence and declared Assad to be a “tyrant”.The Assad-regime having 
committed war-crimes and violations of human rights. Therefore Assad could no way be part 
of a future government, said Obama. 
A typical barrel bomb consists of a barrel filled with explosives and metal splinters. Due to the
gruesome, in most cases deadly injuries that barrel bombs inflict, they are ostracized 
internationally and considered illegal according to international law. Due to its impreciseness 
in striking, the military benefit is questionable. Barrel bombs can be dropped out of military or
non-military aircrafts. 
So the question now has to be raised on how far the accusations against the Assad-
government are justified – first of all the ‘barrel bombs accusation’. In the following we 
summarize the most important counter-statements as well as inconsistencies in the 
accusations against Assad. 
1.  Concerning the ‘barrel bombs accusations’: - In several interviews Assad raised the 
counter-question as to why he should be interested in bombarding his own countrymen on 
who’s support he still depends?Still in June 2014 in the last presidential electionAssad was 
democratically elected with over 80% of votes. – President Bashar al-Assad answered the 
Television Broadcasting Stations BBC and France2 on the ‘barrel bomb accusation’ that his 
army had no need of using barrel bombs which are ostracized according to international law, 
since theyalready have conventional bombs at their disposal which are much more useful for 
targeted attacks. – As the French journalist Thierry Meyssanrevealed on 
www.voltairenet.orgonMay 21, 2015 the Human Rights organization “Human Rights Watch” 
had repeatedly brought reporting’s in which the Syrian Arabic Army was accused of using 
barrel bombs against their own population. “Human Rights Watch” is a US-organization that 
is financed by the speculator George Soros in the amount of 100 million dollars. So it can 
hardly be spoken of as an independent source. – According to Meyssan, videos and pictures 
were said to be produced by a Syrian oppositional group named “White Helmets” that has its 
base in Turkey. These showed alleged bombardings with barrel bombs by the Syrian Arabic 
Army. However they are forged, Meyssan says. And yet they were purposefully spread by the
“Syrian Observatory for Human Rights”. By this they became, even though unexamined, the 
alleged evidence for the western press. The “Syrian Observatory for Human Rights” is said to
stand in opposition to the Assad-government and to be run by one man only, a Syrian 
migrant in England. –The press office of Secretary-General of the United Nations which had 
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picked up the accusations of the White Helmets, afterwards apologized to Russia for not 
having verified them before.Meyssan calls the assertion that the Syrian army would make 
use of barrel bombs an absurdity. For the Syrian army has Russian bombs at their disposal 
that are more precise so they would have no reason to produce and make use of such 
weapons whichare ostracized by international law. 2. Concerning the toxic gas and chemical 
weapons accusations going back to the year 2013: Assad’s counterstatement which was 
censored by western media and not published said, I quote: “Can a state use chemical or 
other weapons of mass destruction in a place where their own troops are concentrated?” – 
Time and again the Assad-regime was accused of using cruel toxic gas. However the 
pictures and other indications were not able to stand up to critical questioning. Solid evidence
for Assad’s guilt arestill missing today. Furthermore there is the sound analysis by former UN-
weapons inspector Richard Lloyd and the professor for international security, Theodore 
Postol. It reveals that the toxic gasrockets had such a short range that they can have only 
been shot from an area that was then controlled by rebels. So not by the Syrian Army! Also 
the, as of then, UN-inspector Carla Del Ponte confirmed the use of toxic weapons in Syria by
terroriststhat are supported by the west.  3. Concerning the accusations that the Assad-
regime would run torture and extermination camps which the online-edition of bild.de picked 
up on September 29th, 2015: These accusations are based upon a single source of an 
anonymous, allegedly defected military policeman who is said to have smuggled 55,000 
photos out of the country. At least one of these photoswas published on a twitter timeline in 
advance. This one standing close to the active terrorists in Syria. The corpses shown in the 
picture could as well be people that were kidnapped and tortured by terrorists. These are the 
counterstatements. Since they are consequently kept silent by established key media the 
question has to be considered whether all of this could be an information war by the west. 
Anintentionallying propaganda to get rid of an unpleasant statesman – unpleasant due to his 
insubmissiveness to the west? For it would not be the first time that an unpleasant statesman
is constantly being vilified as dictator and accused of violating Human Rights. In our new 
documentary film “Instrumentalizing Warfare (Refugees:AWeapon of War?!) it is shown that 
Lybia’s former Head of State Muammar al-Gaddafi experienced the same. Gaddafi had to be 
eliminated – but it wasn’t because of violations of Human Rights as the western politicians 
and media constantly claimed – but so that the US-government and their masterminds could 
continue to carry out their global goals. The same is true for Bashar al-Assad. Only with the 
difference that the Russians upset the US-goals by supporting Assad. So Russia prevented 
all military advances against Syria through its veto in the UN-Security Council.
To conclude: Do not take sides for one party before you have heard both sides – and before 
you have carefully examined accusations – such as the “barrel bomb accusation” in this 
case.

from dd.
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This may interest you as well:
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Kla.TV – The other news ... free – independent – uncensored ...

è what the media should not keep silent about ...
è Little heard – by the people, for the people! ...
è regular News at www.kla.tv/en

Stay tuned – it’s worth it!

Free subscription to our e-mail newsletter here: www.kla.tv/abo-en

Security advice:

Unfortunately countervoices are being censored and suppressed more and more. As long as 
we don't report according to the ideology and interests of the corporate media, we are 
constantly at risk, that pretexts will be found to shut down or harm Kla.TV.

So join an internet-independent network today! Click here: 

www.kla.tv/vernetzung&lang=en
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